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Winners of architectural awards still
doing it right
By John Conti

Bay 4, Lawrenceville

Each year when the local chapter
of the American Institute of Architects
hands out awards for outstanding
work by local design firms, the
awards are judged by committees of
out-of-town architects.
The judges do not know who the
architects on any particular project
might be.
So it is all the more striking that
some local firms — or national firms
with local offices — seem to win
something in this local competition
almost every year.
Among the firms taking home the

14 citations announced at a recent
ceremony at the August Wilson
Center were perennial winners
GBBN Architects, Rothschild Doyno
Collaborative, Bohlin Cywinski
Jackson (BCJ), and Gensler. BCJ
and Gensler are national firms with
local offices Downtown, and won
two awards each.
Also winning two awards, and
among the perennial winners in
each of the last several years, is
the Urban Design Build Studio
affiliated with Carnegie Mellon
University.
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The awards every year show
that though we are still generally a
fairly conservative town where new
architecture is concerned, there
is nevertheless some very good
architecture practiced here.
Indeed,
GBBN,
Rothschild
Doyno and Gensler have won
not just local but also national AIA
Honor Awards in recent years, and
Peter Bohlin, a founding principal of
BCJ who is based in Wilkes-Barre,
was awarded in 2010 the AIA Gold
Medal, the national organization’s
highest award.
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The winners this year show
some remarkable imagination.
Rothschild Doyno’s winning
plan is to take the still-standing
skeleton of an old steel-mill
building and convert it to a
sort of horizontal “cathedral of
steel” leading toward the river
at the foot of 41st Street in
Lawrenceville. A football field
in length and some 50 feet tall,

this structure — though not large
compared to some of the mill
buildings that we used to know
in this area — will still be large
enough to give some sense of
the scale of the mills that once
dominated our geography.
It will frame a public plaza
between a 182-unit, five-story
apartment development called
“The Foundry at 41st,” designed
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by Rothschild Doyno, and a large
office building. The apartment
complex will open next year. The
office building is still in planning
stages.
There’s a large handful of
other outstanding architecture
and planning firms in Pittsburgh
— both large and small — but
the repeat winners this year
have certainly stood out.

